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Mostly melodic—The program features Baby Valley's musical film "Sweet Music," the personal appearance of Mitzi Green, popular screen star, and full-bodied Broadway musical show, "Live, Laugh and Love," starring Jack McAllister, on the stage.

"Sweet Music" is a comedy-romance adapted from the story by Jerry Wald, the picture, one of the most ambitious musicals ever filmed, carries a definite plot which centers around a young college boy who organizes a band and wine great fame as an orchestra leader and radio announcer. The story is reminiscent of Valley's own professional life, has a cast, including Agnes Moore, Alice White, Helen Morgan, Ted Sparks, Allen Jenkins, Robert Armstrong, Joe Cawtome and Al Hibson. Hundreds of beautiful dancing girls, precision and lavish settings, saw song him, the Connecticut Yankees and the Frank and Milt Britton Orchestra all contribute to the entertainment.

Mitzi Green, popular screen personality, makes her initial Broadway stage appearance in an especially created sketch presenting her well known songs and character impersonations. Mitzi is no longer the snub-nosed, freckled-face kid of the films but a beautiful tall, green star of the Broadway type. She is acclaimed as one of the best screen mimics in show business. "Live, Laugh and Love," hailed as a novel Broadway musical production with a large and talented cast of pop-
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